


There is so much learning in
the creative process!



Let the Pedagogy Do the Driving!
u Tech tools are tools, so their usefulness will be defined 

based on how they are used. 
uConcerned about your ability with tech? Tutorials are 

everywhere. Don’t underestimate your students’ abilities 
to work with a new tech (or the value in this).

u Limited or lack of tech? We will give “limited tech” 
options for each!

DISCLAIMER: Always check a tool’s terms of use. If we mention a 
tool, it’s because we have found it useful, and at the time of this 
presentation, it is free. We have no relationship with these tools we 
mention, and there are likely additional alternatives that will work 
well for you.



1. Vocabulary Comics on a Virtual Word Wall

Vocabulary comics 
created by students can 
be useful throughout the 

semester.

Tech Tool Recommendations:
Google AutoDraw

& Sharing in Google Drive Folders 
or on LMS Discussion Boards

https://www.autodraw.com/


2. GIFs

Comparisons

Simplify a complex process

Visualize vocabulary



GIF Creation

Option 1: Using a Web-Based GIF Making Program
 Great for first time creating!
 There are several GIF creating programs online! 

Our suggestions (not affiliated) are ABCYa
Animate (we have an updated tutorial here: 
bit.ly/2Fguk8n) or BrushNinja (many tutorials 
available on YouTube!)

http://www.abcya.com/animate.htm
http://www.abcya.com/animate.htm
https://bit.ly/2Fguk8n
https://brush.ninja/


Option 2: Consider PowerPoint!

 Create a PowerPoint with at least 8 slides of images that you 
want to be looped into a GIF.

 Images can be drawn directly on each slide. In PowerPoint, go 
to “Insert” tab at top, “Shapes,” and then find the scribble 
feature which is under “Lines.”  

 In Google Slides, go to “Insert” –>”Line” -> “Scribble”

GIF Creation Continued



• Now, how do I turn the different PowerPoint slides into a GIF? 

-You can go to “File” -> “Export” -> “Create an Animated GIF”

• What if I want to turn different slides from a Google Slides deck 
into a GIF?

-You can do this for Google Slides, too! While, currently, Google Slides 
doesn’t directly export to a GIF like PowerPoint does, there are a few 
helpful tools you can use to do so. A quick search of “turn Google 
Slides into a GIF” will give you some options.

GIF Creation Continued



• Prefer drawing on paper? As an alternative, you can take a 
picture of hand-drawn images and place each image on a 
slide. See our template in the EventMobi!

GIF Creation Continued



GIF Creation Continued



3. Misconception Comics
uData from exams can pinpoint misconceptions.
uLet students address misconceptions in comic form 

to create something memorable!

Tech Tool Recommendations:
Google AutoDraw

https://www.autodraw.com/


You can find this template in EventMobi!



4. Student Podcasts 
uPodcasts require only a way for a student to record their 

voice and a place to host the voice file (ex: your 
teacher website or a Google Drive folder).  

uWith student-created podcasts, you can truly hear their 
thinking on a concept, and it gives students a voice. 

uPodcasts for this purpose tend to be ideal when under 5 
minutes.

Tech Tool Recommendations:
Recording: Audacity or voice recorder 

built into a device
Hosting: LMS, Google Drive

http://www.audacityteam.org/


A Podcast Prompt for Secondary Students
You’ve been volunteering in a first grade classroom, and
one of the children asks about the biological levels of
organization you are studying (in random order): tissues,
cells, organ systems, organs.

From smallest to largest, explain these levels to the
kindergarten class. When making your explanation, keep in
mind that it is unlikely the students have taken an
advanced science course. Be creative in your explanation!



You can find this template in EventMobi!



You can find this template in EventMobi!



5. Question Designers for Games and Stations
uAsking students to design thought-provoking questions

encourages them to think deeply about the material.
uFor high level questions, encourage them to develop

questions that are not “google-able.” Students must
realize that “rigorous” and “hard” are not the same.

Tech Tool Recommendations:
Google Slides, Kahoot, Quizizz

Here is an example of a 
template designed for 7 

student groups to create their 
own review questions.

https://kahoot.com/
https://quizizz.com/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18jDxZFVZMuXPS0zqBiHZvvlfxhwFE8FMk2OsqoRflL4/copy


The options are limitless.
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